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ABSTRACT
The scaling of semiconductor technology and increasing power concerns combined with system scale make fault management a growing concern in future high performance computing systems. Greater variety of hardware and software
errors, higher error rates, longer detection intervals, and socalled “silent” errors are all expected. Traditional checkpointing models and systems mostly assume that error detection is nearly immediate and thus preserving a single
checkpoint is sufficient.
We define a richer model for future systems that captures
the reality of latent errors, i.e. errors that go undetected for
some time, and use it to derive optimal checkpoint intervals. We also develop a multi-version checkpoint scheme that
enables recovery from latent errors. With the richer system
model, we explore the potential importance of multi-version
checkpoint systems, characterizing opportunities and costs
of increasing resilience.
Specific results include understanding the limits of single
checkpoint systems for a range of error and detection rate
scenarios two to as many as a dozen checkpoints may be
needed to achieve acceptable error coverage, and to achieve
reasonable system efficiency, multiple versions (three to seventeen) can be a significant benefit. Studies of several future exascale machine scenarios show that two checkpoints
are always beneficial, but when checkpoints schemes are optimized with Flash memories, as many as seven checkpoints
are beneficial.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

With the widely documented changes in CMOS scaling, power is increasingly a critical concern for systems from mobile
to supercomputer scale. As a result, both aggressive voltage scaling as well as the physical challenges of deep sub-
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micron technologies (14nm and 7nm) give rise to increased
error rates, wearout, and manufacutured variability. A consequence of this is increasing concern about computer’s reliability, and this is a particularly daunting challenge for
high-performance computers whose extraordinary scale (approaching 1 million cores) exacerbates both power and reliability concerns. In fact, in supercomputers today, recent
studies have shown that failure has become the norm rather
than the exception, and system-wide mean time between
failures are of the order of few hours [13, 29]. It is widely
expected that this situation will deteriorate in future exascale systems, which may experience 30 minutes mean time
to interrupt (MTTI) or even worse[11, 19, 3, 23]. Under
these circumstances, applications will struggle to make efficient progress.
Filesystem-based checkpointing is the defacto error-recovery
technique in high-performance scientific computing [4]. However, the traditional single-checkpoint scheme is widely viewed
as under stress in future HPC systems [10, 11] with numerous research efforts to reduce checkpointing overhead [23,
2] or increase MTTI [11]. These techniques all contemplate
increasing checkpoint rates to tolerate the rising error rates.
In recent years, considerable concern has arisen over the notorious latent errors, commonly called silent data corruption
(SDC) [1] in HPC computations which are often used for sensitive, high precision simulations. In HPC, we have recently learned that errors such as SDC occur more frequently
than previously understood. For example, the 106,496 nodes BlueGene/L system experiences soft errors in L1 cache
every 4-6 hours [23]. The Cray XT5 at Oak Ridge National
National Laboratory experiences the error of double bit flips
on a daily basis [12]. Unlike fail-stop failures, latent errors
are invisible until activation of corrupted data [22], thus introducing longer detection intervals. As shown in [26, 12],
the latent errors have the potential to create severe problems for applications, such as invalid results and extreme
performance degradation .
Considerable system effort is directed at error checking to
reveal latent errors. Traditional hardware-level solutions
such as system scrubbing have high cost [17, 20]. Many
software-level solutions recently proposed focus on redundancy approach for error detection and recovery, such as
fault-tolerant algorithms [5, 15], application-level error checking [20] and critical MPI message validation [12]. Nonetheless, fault tolerant algorithms are insufficient for a general
solution, and redundancy based solutions may introduce significant overhead for parallel applications [12, 14], which are
rarely used in practice. As a practical matter, because of the

growing frequency and sources of errors, combined with the
significant costs, we expect to encounter a range of detection
latencies. Thus the problem of latent errors will continue to
increase.
The projected rise in error rates and corresponding increased
checkpoint frequencies increase the likelihood that latent errors will escape checkpoints, forcing single-checkpoint systems into application failure, thereby making multi-version
checkpoint systems (Figure 2) the focus of this study – increasingly interesting.
We develop a richer model for future system that captures
the notion that errors may be latent for significant periods of time (in the limit truly “silent”), and develop a new
system model for selecting checkpoint intervals in this new
environment. Our multi-version checkpoint scheme complements this model, persisting multiple checkpoints to enable
recovery from latent errors. We use the new system model to
explore the design space for future multi-version checkpoint
systems, characterizing opportunities to increase resilience
in this new world, and how to do so – how many checkpoints might be fruitful, critical error detection and error
rates, checkpoint cost, etc. These results not only shows
that multi-version checkpoints increase error resilience, but
that they may do so in realistic cost and error scenarios.
This paper makes the following major contributions:
• Definition of a system model that models latent errors
and derivation of optimal checkpoint intervals.
• Study of the new system model which shows that in
a range of potential error rate and detection scenarios, 2 versions of checkpoint will be needed to achieve
acceptable error coverage, the specific coverage benefits of each additional checkpoint, and over a dozen
checkpoint versions in more extreme cases.
• Study of the efficiency of multi-version shows 3 versions
are generally sufficient to achieve high efficiency. But
ten versions can be necessary to achieve high efficiency
in low detection rate scenarios, even with low error
rates.
• A comparison of our results to those based on a simpler fail-stop error model, showing that such models
cannot achieve acceptable efficiency in low detection
rate or high error rate scenarios. In fact, the simpler models appear to overestimate the capabilities of
single-checkpoint approaches.
• Explore realistic exascale machine scenarios for error
rate, and show that even with improved checkpointing, multiple versions may give significant benefits. As
many as seven checkpoints are beneficial even in low
error rate scenarios.
The Global View Resilience (GVR) system [25] is designed
to enable sophisticated, application-specific error detection
and recovery. Mechanisms include application-level multiversion state capture, error checking, data repair and recovery, resilience priorities, and efficient implementations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
defines a richer system model for latent errors, a basic multi-

Table 1: Nomenclature
Parameters
λe
λd
Te
Td
ρ
ωi
δ
τ
τopt
R
Wi
Ct
Ef
Ec

Meaning
Error generation rate (per minute)
Error detection rate (per minute)
Error generation time in a cycle (minute)
Error detection time in a cycle (minute)
The ratio of λd to λe (minute)
The ith cycle which denote the time between
(i − 1)th and ith error recovery (minute)
Time to write a checkpoint file (minute)
The computing time between writing
checkpoint files (minute)
The optimum computing time between
writing checkpoint files (minute)
Restart overhead (minute)
Waste time of ωi (minute)
Total waste time (minute)
Efficiency of checkpoint/restart system
Error coverage rate

version checkpoint scheme, and derives an optimal a multicheckpoint approach. Section 3 explores the utility and cost
of multi-version checkpointing for a range of error rates and
detection scenarios. Section 4 discusses results to put them
in context and summarizes closely related work. Finally, we
summarize and discuss future directions in Section 5.

2. MODELING
2.1 System Model and Multi-version Checkpoint Scheme
Traditional checkpoint schemas focus on fail-stop failures,
which adopts the simple system model in Fig. 1a. In this
model, upon the occurrence of a failure, system state transits
from Running state to Error Detected. After entering the
Error Detected state, the system restores from the latest
checkpoint and returns to the Running state after restart.
We refine the model for latent errors. Our model enhances
the common system model by adding an Error Latent state.
As shown in Figure 1b, system state transits to Error Latent
state when an error is generated. The system may stay in
this state for some time due to detection latency. When
the latent error is detected, system state changes to Error
Detected. In this state, the system identifies the latest valid
checkpoint created before error generation for restart.
Based on the enhanced system model, we present a new
checkpoint/restart scheme in Figure 2. Checkpoints are periodically taken throughout the application. When an error
occurred at TB , it may not be detected until TC . If the detection time (TC − TB ) is longer than a checkpoint interval,
the latest checkpoint becomes invalid. In our multi-version
checkpoint scheme, recovery is feasible by rolling back to an
earlier checkpoint before TB .
For the development of multi-version checkpoint models, we
make several simplifying assumptions:
• Error generation times are distributed exponentially
(λe )
• Error detection times are distributed exponentially (λd )

(a) System
Fail-stop

model:

(b) System Model: Latent Errors

Figure 1: System model comparison

Thus the mean of the overall waste time can be expressed as
a function of the mean waste time of the 1st cycle. By minimizing the waste time in the 1st cycle, we get the optimal
computation interval τopt for the multi-version checkpoint
scheme.
Let Te and Td represent error generation time and error
detection time in ω1 respectively. Let compound random
variable S = Te + Td . The probability density function of S
is:
λe λd
fs (t) =
(e−λe t − e−λd t )
(4)
λd − λe
Figure 2: Latent Errors and Multi-version Checkpoint Recovery
An error at time TB is detected at time Tc . To recover, the
application must rollback to TA . Checkpoints between TA
and TC are wasted.

The expected length of first cycle is:
Z +∞
1
1
+
+R
E(ω1 ) =
tfs (t) dt + R =
λ
λ
e
d
−∞

(5)

The expected rework time is:
Exponential distributions for error occurrence are widely
used in literature [11, 7, 28] for simplicity of analysis; the
detection distribution is probably not poisson for all errors,
but we believe it’s long tail may be a good model for difficult to detect errors that require application-level checks.
For these, as detection difficulty (and cost) increases, checking is likely to be done more rarely.

2.2

Optimal Checkpointing with Latent Errors

Daly [7] has presented an optimal checkpoint interval for
systems with instant error detection as
√
(1)
τopt = 2δM − δ f or
δ < 2M
where δ is the checkpoint overhead and M is the mean time
to interrupt(MTTI) for the system. We enhance Daly’s work
to model system behavior with detection latency.
Let W be the waste time when an application can recover
from detected error. it composed of a rework time, Trework
and, restart time, Trestart .
W = Tcheckpointing + Trework + Trestart
Let ωi be the ith cycle which denote the time between (i −
1)th and ith error recovery. We assume the waste time of
each cycle is a random variable, W1 , W2 , · · · , Wm . The total
waste time can be expressed as:
Ct =

m
X

Wi

(2)

i=1

Ct is a renewal reward process [21]. Based on the renewal
reward theorem,
P
E( m
E(W1 )
i=1 Wi )
=
(3)
lim
t→∞
t
E(ω1 )

E[Trework ] = E[Td + φ(τ + δ)]

(6)

where R is the restart cost, φ(τ + δ) is the fraction of rework
over time interval τ + δ. For simplicity, we use the result
from first order model in [7], φ(τ + δ) = 21 . After replacing
φ(τ + δ) in Eq. 6, the expected rework time of each cycle is:
1
E[Trework ] = E[Td + (τ + δ)]
2
Z +∞
Z
=
λd e−λd t fs (t) dt +
−∞

+∞
−∞

τ +δ
fs (t) dt
2

τ +δ
λe λd
+
=
2(λe + λd )
2
(7)
The expected total number of checkpoint segment in 1st cycle
1)
is E(ω
. The expected checkpoint time should be:
τ +δ
E(Tcheckpointing ) =

( λ1 + λ1d )δ
E(ω1 )δ
= e
τ +δ
τ +δ

(8)

Since the restart overhead for each cycle is constant, R, the
expected waste time in cycle 1 is
E(W1 ) =

( λ1e +

1
)δ
λd

τ +δ

+

λe λd
τ +δ
+
+R
2(λe + λd )
2

(9)

Replacing the E(W1 ) and E(ω1 ) in Eq.3, and finding the
extrema, produces the optimal checkpoint interval τopt :
r
1
1
τopt = 2δ(
+
)−δ
(10)
λe
λd
Eq.10 shows the optimum checkpoint interval is larger than
Daly’s model (Eq.1). The reason is that after taking latent
error detection time into consideration, the expected time
of detecting error from latest restart is increased λ1d (Eq.5).

Hence, longer checkpoint interval helps to raise the probability of recovery ofan error in one cycle. The Daly’s equation
is the limiting case when λd >> λe .
In the following modeling and system simulations, we assume in all cases that checkpointing is happening with the
optimal frequency. Because that frequency depends on the
checkpoint overhead δ, the error rate λe and the errror detection rate λd , as we vary these parameters the checkpoint
interval also changes.

2.3

Multi-version Recovery from Latent Errors

In a system with latent errors, a single checkpoint can be
inadequate to cover all errors. We explore the use of multiple
checkpoints to increase system error coverage, a particular
resilience level, using our derived model. Conversely, we also
explore for a given number of checkpoints (constant storage)
the error recovery rate (coverage) that can be achieved. Let
K be the number of checkpoints retained in a multi-version
checkpoint error recovery scheme. Further, let Ec be the
fraction of errors that can be recovered in a system. In this
section, we will discuss the relationship between the number
of versions, K, and the error coverage, Ec .
For a given detection time Td , the probability that a detection interval is less than Td can be calculated as P =
1 − e−λd Td . We obtain
Td =

ln (1 − P )
−λd

(11)

For a given detection time Td , let K represent the number
of checkpoints needed:
Td + φ(τ + δ)
e
τ +δ
Td + τ +δ
2
=d
e
τ +δ
Td
1
=d
+ e
τ +δ
2

K=d

(12)

Replace P with Ec in Eq.11 and combine Eq.11 and Eq.12,
we obtain
ln(1 − Ec )
1
K = d−
+ e
(13)
λd (τopt + δ)
2
Based on Eq.10, we derive
K=d

ln(1 − Ec )
1
−p
e
2
2δλd (1 + ρ)

(14)

where
ρ=

λd
λe

Eq.14 reveals the relationship between K and Ec . For a
given error coverage Ec and λe , the number of versions required, K increases as δ and ρ decrease. The K-Version
Scheme achieves Ec error coverage as in Eq.13. To illustrate
this relationship, we fix λe = 10−5 and δ = 10, and plot
the number of checkpoints needed to meet a certain Ec in
Figure 3.
As shown in Figure 3, the number of checkpoints is sensitive
to the frequency of latent errors, increasing as ρ decreases. To achieve error coverage of 90%, at values of ρ below

100, multiple checkpoints are required. For error coverage
of 80%, multiple checkpoints are required for ρ below 50.
For values of ρ below 100, multiple checkpoints are needed
to achieve full error coverage. And, as the number of latent
errors increases, the number of needed checkpoints increases
significantly.

3.

EVALUATION

Because our analytical model made several approximations, to validate results and explore in greater detail, we use
simulation to explore the dynamics of a more complex system and a multi-version checkpointing scheme using typical
parameters from current and future high-performance computing systems.

3.1

Error Coverage and Multi-Version Checkpoints

To explore the utility of multiple checkpoints, we simulate a
multi-version checkpoint scheme, and tabulate which version
(most recent, 2nd most, 3rd most, etc.) is needed to recover. When an error is latent for a long period of time, older
versions are needed. In these studies, simulations are run
for 100,000 errors to achieve stable results, and vary parameters such as error rate (λe ), detection rate (λd ), checkpoint
overhead (δ), and so on. In all cases, the checkpoint interval
is determined by the best choice – defined by Eq 10. The
error detection rate is embedded in ρ = λλde , as the detection
rate relative to the error rate is often a critical ratio.
Our results (see Figure 5) show that for large values of ρ,
one or two checkpoints are sufficient. This corresponds to
our current “single checkpoint” operating point and the failstop model. As ρ decreases below 1000 multiple checkpoints
become critical, and below 100, five to more than a dozen
are needed to recover from the spate of latent errors. This
corresponds to the natural intuition that a decreasing λd
error detection rate means that many more errors escape
into checkpoints, and the availability of multiple checkpoints
becomes important.
We also explore the impact of checkpoint overhead, varying δ
from 1 to 30, across Figure 5a-c. The results here show that
as checkpoint overhead is decreased (as many researchers are
working to achieve [28, 21, 23]), the number of checkpoints
needed increases! This perhaps surprising result arises from
the the optimal checkpoint interval shrinking as the cost
of checkpoints goes down. This trend increases the number of errors escaping into checkpoints (latent errors), and
significantly increases the need for multiple checkpoints. Interestingly, our results also show that even in low error rate
scenarios, if errors are latent (detection is delayed) many
checkpoints can be required for full error coverage (see the
third bar from the left in the first and second groups in Figure 5 a-c). In our studies, the largest number of checkpoints
required is over a dozen.

3.2

Application Efficiency

Informally, efficiency is the fraction of useful work the application gets from the system. Formally, we define efficiency
as
ideal time
Ef =
total wall time
where ideal time is application execution time on an errorfree machine and total wall time is the wall clock appli-

(a) λe = 0.1

(b) λe = 0.01

(c) λe = 0.001

Figure 3: Number of checkpoints to achieve error coverage Ec , given ρ, δ = 1.

cation run time, including checkpoints, errors, and recovery. We also define an instantaneous metric – computation
progress as
progress = Ef × W all T ime
reflecting the progress so far for a given wall clock time. In
Figure 4a, we illustrate progress for a low error rate scenario, but with low detection rate (ρ = 10), comparing single
checkpoint, and higher version systems. The results show
clearly that in systems with significant numbers of latent faults, single checkpoint schemes are not viable (cannot
support long-running applications). The reason for this is
clear, as shown in Figure 4b, the rework for the single-version
scheme grows much more rapidly than multi-version scheme
– all of the work is being lost. In contrast, as the numbers
of versions is increased, the multi-version system approaches ideal efficiency. The multi-version checkpoints effectively
extend the system’s ability to recover from the increased
number of latent faults, and that extension is achieved with
a simple parametric change – more versions. An alternative
interpretation of the single checkpoint results is that the
simple system model (in Figure 1a can be deceptive, overestimating the performance of a single checkpoint system if
latent errors are common.

3.3

How many Versions to achieve Efficiency?

As we have shown, the number of checkpoints needed for
effective system resilience depends stronly on ρ and λe (per
Eq.14), and in the last section, we explored how full error
coverage requires as many as a dozen checkpoints in some
cases. However, those results did not factor in checkpointing
overhead. Here we explore the number of checkpoints needed
to deliver a particular level of system efficiency (75%, 90%,
99%), and show all these levels of efficiency can be achieved,
and remarkably, the large regions of the parameter space for
which they are infeasible.
For each of the efficiencies, we explore a range of parameter
settings, recording the minimum number of versions needed to achieve that given system efficiency. If the desired
efficiency is not achievable, the result is shown as zero (infeasible).
First, looking across Figures 6a-c, its striking how many of
the scenarios are infeasible. Achieving even 90% efficiency
at these error rates1 , depends on low error rates and extremely rapid detection. As we saw before, when detection
1
We examine a specific set of realistic Exascale scenarios in
the next subsection.

rates decrease (ρ decreases), the need for multi-version increases. Also, when the error rate decreases, the need for
multi-version also decreases – as noted before this is due to
a decrease in the optimal checkpoint interval and increasing
numbers of latent errors escaping into checkpoints.
Specifically, to achieve system efficiency above 75%, given λd = 0.1, Figure 6a shows that version counts of 2,2,8
are needed for error rates of 0.0001, 0.001,and 0.01 respectively. In slower error detection scenarios, multi-version
scheme is critical to achieving high efficiency; in most cases
of ρ ≤ 10000, 2 or more versions are need to achieve the
required efficiency. And in Figures 6b and 6a at least 3
versions of checkpoint needed to achieve 90% efficiency as
ρ = 100,λe = 0.001, and 17 versions needed to achieve 75%
efficiency as ρ = 10,λe = 0.0001. For most of the scenarios, 3 versions are sufficient to keep the system’s efficiency
above 90%. With aggressive use of multi-versioning, high
efficiency can be achieved even with ρ = 10.

3.4

Exploring Exascale Reliability Scenarios

Recent studies show Exascale systems may have high failure
rates [11, 3]; here we examine multi-version checkpointing
as several potential future exascale system operating points.
Our model is employed with a variety of configurations to
determine the checkpoint cost, number of versions, and detection rates needed in future exascale systems in order to
maintain the system efficiency.
We consider two typical checkpoint systems, traditional checkpoint system and an optimized checkpoint system (e.g. SCR[23]
or other approaches that use Flash memory or other caching
to reduce checkpoint I/O cost). For a traditional checkpoint
system, we use a checkpoint overhead of 5 minutes . For the
optimized, multi-level checkpoint system, we use a checkpoint overhead of 1 minute. For simplicity, restart overhead
is set to equal the checkpoint overhead. Since exascale computing will expected with higher error rate and increasing
variety of error sources, we set the error rate from 0.3 to
0.001, and ρ = 10. Table 2 shows the highest achievable
efficiency with the multi-version scheme and at least how
many versions were needed to achieve it.
Table 2 shows the benefit of the multi-version scheme for traditional and optimized checkpointing. Multi-version benefits
both systems, improving efficiency. For a traditional checkpoint system, a 7 version scheme is sufficient to achieve high
efficiency, while for the optimized system, the number of
versions needed increases from 3 to 17 as error rate decreases from 0.3 to 0.001. Again, lower error rates benefit more

(a) Application progress (long running jobs)

(b) Rework Time (only part of overhead)

Figure 4: Impact of multi-version on ability to support long-running jobs (λe = 0.001, ρ = 10, δ = 5, R = 5)
Table 2: Exascale scenarios: Achievable efficiency and version requirements. δ = 5, R = 5 for traditional checkpoint
system. δ = 1, R = 1 for optimized. ρ = 10 for both).

λe (per minute)
0.3
0.1
0.03
0.01
0.003
0.001

Traditional
version
Ef
NA
NA
3
0.299
4
0.489
5
0.655
5
0.753
7
0.824

Optimized(SCR)
version
Ef
3
0.370
4
0.566
5
0.692
8
0.794
11
0.833
17
0.886

from multi-versioning.
We also evaluate multi-version checkpointing with improved
error detection rate. This scenario assumes significant success in a wide range of error detection and containment research, which together maintain latent errors at today’s levels. We consider this a very optimistic scenario. Table 3
shows the number of versions needed; with error detection
rate 50-fold better, 2 versions are sufficient for traditional
checkpoint systems, but for optimized systems, as error rate
varies from λe = 0.1 to λe = 0.001, the number of versions
increases from 2 to 7. In all cases, multi-version is beneficial.
Table 3: Exascale scenarios with improved error detection:
Achievable efficiency and version requirements. δ = 5,
R = 5 for traditional checkpoint system. δ = 1, R = 1
for optimized. ρ = 500 for both).

λe
0.3
0.1
0.03
0.01
0.003
0.001

4.

Traditional
version
Ef
NA
NA
2
0.298
2
0.532
2
0.716
2
0.830
2
0.901

Optimized(SCR)
version
Ef
2
0.401
2
0.614
2
0.75
2
0.857
4
0.914
7
0.956

RELATED WORK

Checkpoint/restart is the defacto resilience approach for highperformance computing including systems such libckpt [24],
BLCR [9], and MPICH-V [4]. These systems generally maintain a single checkpoint file, so if it includes errors, the ap-

plication fails and restarts from scratch. Recent efforts [23,
2] exploit flash memory and even multiple-tiers of storage
to reduce checkpoint overhead, and enable future systems
to tolerate higher error rates. However, all of these systems
ignore the challenge of latent errors (or “silent data corruption”), and the consequent error detection latency. If the
checkpoint gets corrupted, they have no method to recover. In contrast, we explore the use of multiple checkpoints
to increase resilience; this approach complements efforts to
reduce checkpoint overhead.
Analytical modeling of failures and checkpointing on application performance is well studied [28, 7, 18, 21]. Young [28]
and then Daly [7] derive the optimal checkpointing interval
via first order estimation and higher order estimation respectively, ultimately deriving the expected completion time
with checkpointing. Others applied Daly’s model to study
the impact of failures and checkpointing on application efficiency [18] and used a stochastic renewal reward process
to optimize checkpointing strategy [21]. All of these efforts are based on the fail-stop system model (see Figure 1a),
and ignore the challenges of latent errors and the concomitant error detection latency which is an essential feature of
future systems, and our focus here).
Computer architecture efforts such as Euripus [8] and Logbased Architectures [6, 27] contemplate nearly complete capture of state changes by a running program. They exploit
this information for monitoring, error detection, and recovery. Such approaches are equivalent to a very large (in some
cases infinite) number of checkpoints, and correspond to a
hardware-based resilience approach analogous to our efforts. In contrast, our Global View Resilience (GVR) system
allows applications to define the granularity and scope of
state capture, and also the recovery procedures; enabling
exploitation of application semantics for checking and recovery as well as explicit application management of error
coverage and overhead.
We build on numerous empirical studies of error statistics,
but do not directly address that issue here, except to note
that dramatic increases are predicted [19][3][12][17]. Because
errors are spreading to logic [1], the are likely to be more
difficult to find and to be latent for long periods of time.
Considerable research efforts have explored tolerating SDC
with fault-tolerant algorithms [15, 5, 16], or on detection

(a) Ef = 0.75
(a) δ=1

(b) δ=10

(b) Ef = 0.90

(c) Ef = 0.99
(c) δ=30
Figure 5: Fraction of errors covered by each checkpoint.
Parts (a), (b), and (c) vary the checkpoint overhead.

Figure 6: # Checkpoints needed for efficiency Ef , with δ =
1, R = 1. Zero represents infeasible efficiencies for the giving
configuration.

and correction [14, 12]. For example, Huang and Abraham
proposed the checksum based ABFT matrix operation algorithm in [16]. A program-level SDC detector is presented
in [14]. Fiala adopted MPI redundancy for soft error detection and correction in MPI applications [12]. Our GVR
approach (below) enables applications to explore and deploy
these types of approaches, and our multi-version checkpointing approach enables a rich set of recovery techniques.

[9]

[10]

[11]

The need for multi-version checkpoints for future large-scale
computing systems is a key motivation for the Global View
Resilience (GVR) system. The GVR system enables applications to do application level multi-version checkpointing.
GVR introduces globally-visible versioned arrays, that persist copies of the array data for error checking and repair.
Application programs export the critical data to the global array and indicate when an array should be versioned.
GVR maintains multiple versions of arrays to allow applications recovery from both immediate and latent errors. Beyond that, GVR enables applications to do sophisticated,
application-specific error detection and recovery.

[12]

[13]
[14]

[15]

5.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented a multi-version checkpoint
model that captures the latent errors. We use this model
to evaluate a range of error rates and detection scenarios.
Our studies demonstrate the opportunities of multi-version
checkpointing to increase system resilience.
In future, we plan to extend our model with other popular
failure distributions such as Weibull distribution [13], and to
investigate the performance of multi-version checkpointing
on application benchmarks in failure-prone environments.
In general we consider cases where the error detection rate is
much higher than the error rate, i.e.,λe << λd . It would also
be interesting to explore cases with long detection latency
(and therefore multiple latent error).

6.

[16]

[17]
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